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Fukugumi Ume

Fukugumi Ume is a NPC created by HAMnJAM, and adopted by Immortal Cyan on February 11, 2018.

Fukugumi Ume

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja Female
Year of Birth: YE 35
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Pilot

Rank: Nothing found
Current Placement: Orochi Squadron

Physical Description

Ume has medium-length purple hair that reaches her upper back, and is almost always kept in either a
bun or tail. She has bright, vivid green eyes that sparkle when she is happy. Her skin is pale but tinted
blue and she has a slim figure with a semi-busty C-Cup breasts and a small derriere.

Her height is 5'3“ and she weighs about 110 pounds.
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Personality

A capable woman, this officer chooses to keep herself cool and collected rather than excitable or quick to
react. She tends to have a slightly domineering attitude while in command, never taking lip nor whine
from any of her pilots. She does listen though, and takes an interest in her pilots to an almost motherly
level. When in the position of authority she comes off as the top dog, and never seems to release from
that hold.

History

Fukugumi Ume was born in YE 35 on Nataria and went to train to be a Star Army Pilot after basic training.
She opted to go through theAcademy to become an officer. Her first squadron was christened Heartbreak
squadron and was station on YSS Ultimatum. Due to the Taisa in charge's ice cold femme fatale attitude
and as naive as she was at the time, she fell under her in multiple situations and learned her mistakes
every turn. This caused her to becoming somewhat submissive to her but one sortie when the flight lead
did not return, Ume took up the slack hard and of her own accord. This led to her becoming interim flight
leader and leading the first Heartbreak Squadron until early YE 38 where Heartbreak was temporarily
disbanded and moved into reserve status as the First Expeditionary Fleet began to signal a change. In
early YE 39 Ume, having lost all of her personal friends to other squadrons and posts, was assigned to
the aging YSS Imperator. She turned the somewhat disorganized Avatar squadron into her version of
Heartbreak and became CAG.

After serving with the Imperator and her pilots, Heartbreak squadron was moved to Orochi Squadron to
serve as their leading squadron while they were assigned to Task Force 0.

Skills Learned

Fukugumi Ume has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
Starship Operations: fighters are her forte.
Cooking: miso and ramen packets are her favorite to boil water for and sprinkle the little packets of
seasoning into. She's quite good and making them.

Social Connections

Ume is connected to:

Crew of the YSS Imperator.
Crew of the YSS Ultimatum
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Inventory & Finance

Fukugumi Ume has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Fukugumi Ume currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

In the case Immortal Cyan becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO
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